SpeedFlex® Track Top Gasket for J-Runners
(Part Numbers: TTG250J, TTG400J, TTG600J)

1. Bend scored edges of TTG to conform to J-track profile with printed side facing out. Place TTG on end of J Track as shown. Punched tabs to overlap long leg of track.

2. Optionally, secure TTG to the center of the top of J-track with integral peel and stick adhesive strip.

3. Lay track flat and cut TTG along other end of track.

4. Fasten track to floor/ceiling in the normal manner.

5. Verify that downward projecting flaps are sandwiched between gypsum board and track.

Note: For more information on firestop installation, refer to ASTM E3157.

Warranty: www.stifirestop.com/legal/warranty
Made in USA • Printed in USA
ZIS1077 3579